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Chariot was selected for concept development 
by the NASA PSDS3 program
• 6-month concept study, June 1 – December 1, 2017
• Primary goals of the Chariot concept study:

① Refine the Chariot science goals and develop a set of threshold and baseline science 
objectives for the mission

② Evaluate instrument observation requirements and develop conceptual instrument 
designs

③ Refine the Chariot mission architecture, with flowdown of technical requirements, 
conceptual designs for flight systems, and evaluation of technical and programmatic 
resource budgets

• Our take on PSDS3: These studies will help identify plausible science 
goals for various cost caps and satellite sizes, as well as common 
problems and knowledge gaps facing planetary cubesat missions

• For Chariot, our big question: Is an imaging-focused cubesat mission 
possible in deep space?



To date there has not been a successful mission dedicated to 
the study of the martian satellites, Phobos and Deimos

A dedicated science mission to Phobos and Deimos would fundamentally advance our 
understanding of the Mars system specifically and satellite formation more generally

Phobos - HiRISE

Deimos - HiRISE



Existing observations of Phobos and Deimos are insufficient 
to discriminate between proposed models for their origin

(1) Intact capture of asteroids
• Supported by the similarity of 

Phobos/Deimos VNIR spectra 
to carbonaceous asteroids

• Inconsistent with prograde, 
circular, co-planar orbits

(2) Contemporaneous 
formation with Mars

(3) Formation from an impact-
generated debris disk

• Inconsistent with a lack of VNIR spectral similarity 
between Mars and Phobos/Deimos

• Consistent with prograde, circular, co-planar orbits

Formation beyond Mars Formation at Mars



The primary goal of the Chariot mission is to compare
Phobos and Deimos to better constrain their origin

(1) Intact capture of asteroids

• Predicts that Phobos and 
Deimos should be unrelated 
and thus potentially of 
different compositions

• Predicts that Phobos and Deimos should contain Mars 
material, but potentially mixed with impactor material

• Depending on post-formation evolution, the moons may 
have experienced different modification processes

Formation beyond Mars Formation at Mars

(2) Contemporaneous 
formation with Mars

(3) Formation from an impact-
generated debris disk

• Predicts that Phobos and 
Deimos should be unrelated 
and thus potentially of 
different compositions



Chariot directly addresses MEPAG science goals
• GOAL III: UNDERSTAND THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF MARS AS A GEOLOGICAL SYSTEM

• Objective C: Determine the manifestations of Mars' evolution as recorded by its moons
• MEPAG goals document: “…knowing the origin of these moons will provide useful information 

about the early formation of Mars (either during its accretion or soon after) that cannot be 
determined through other means. Thus, determining the origin of these moons is the highest 
priority within this Objective”

• “Note that the moons may not share an origin, which makes it important to investigate both 
moons.“

• GOAL IV: PREPARE FOR HUMAN EXPLORATION 
• Objective C: Obtain knowledge of Mars sufficient to design and implement a human mission 

to the surface of either Phobos or Deimos with acceptable cost, risk, and performance 
• “…at present our understanding of Phobos and Deimos is so incomplete that we do not have 

enough information to design the scientific aspects of a human mission, including selecting its 
landing site(s).“

• “In addition, a key question is whether resources exist on these bodies that may provide 
required/desired commodities.“



Chariot will constrain the composition and surface 
properties of Phobos and Deimos

Composition
• What is the mineralogy of the red and blue terrains on 

Phobos? **
• Does Deimos also exhibit spectral/color diversity and how 

do these properties compare to Phobos?**
• How has space weathering affected these spectral 

signatures? Are fresh materials present?

Surface properties
• What is the regolith grain size and how does it vary over 

the surface?**
• What are the thermal properties of the regolith?**
• What are the major geologic units and what is their 

relationship to each other?**

**directly addresses MEPAG sub-objectives

Phobos - HiRISE



Chariot will evaluate geologic processes contributing to 
the ongoing evolution of the moons

Characterize Tectonic Activity
• What is the nature and origin of 

Phobos’s grooves?

Characterize Impact Activity
• Characterize space weathering rate and effects
• Are there recent martian deposits on Phobos?**
• Have the moons exchanged material?**
• What is the flux of impactors into the martian

system?**
**directly addresses MEPAG sub-objectives

Phobos - HRSC

Phobos - Viking

Deimos - Viking



Chariot will evaluate the potential for human 
exploration at Phobos and Deimos

Characterize Resource Potential
• What is the composition and 

distribution of possible building 
materials?**

• Are water resources present?**

Characterize the Working Environment
• What is the regolith grain size?**
• What are the thermal conditions at 

the surface?**

**directly addresses MEPAG sub-objectives



Chariot will improve on both the resolution and 
coverage of existing imagery

• For example, the best map product 
that exists for Phobos is currently the
HRSC global greyscale mosaic, 
acquired at 8-400 m/pixel, mapped to 
12 m/pixel

• HiRISE color exists for the Mars-
facing side to meter-scale resolution

• Chariot will produce high fidelity 
global color mosaics from images 
acquired at consistent resolutions 
as well as targeted higher 
resolution images

Phobos - HRSC



Chariot will expand on existing VNIR/TIR spectral data that 
indicates significant spectral variability on both moons

Giuranna et al (2011)

Fraeman et al (2013)

PFS/TES

CRISM



The 12U Chariot spacecraft will enter a 120-km orbit 
around Phobos, conduct closer Phobos flybys, and then 
transfer to a series of Deimos flybys



Chariot will demonstrate aerocapture for the first time using a 
separate cruise vehicle with a deployable drag skirt

Deployed 
Configuration

Fuel
Cubesat &
Launcher

Drag Skirt

Unlike aerobraking, which occurs over a prolonged period, aerocapture
uses a single atmospheric pass to circularize the orbit



Chariot will produce visible and thermal imagery as 
well as VNIR and TIR spectra using a COTS payload

Color Camera
(Malin ECAM C-50)
• Global color mosaic - 9 m/pix
• Targeted imagery - <1 m/pix
• Morphology and geology
• Heritage: OSIRIS-Rex/ 

TAGCAMS

TIR Multispectral Imager
(Modified FLIR Tau 2)
• Global 8-band day & 1-band 

night mosaics - 20 m/pixel
• Targeted imagery - 2 m/pixel
• Regolith thermophysics, 

variability in bulk composition
• Heritage: ODY/THEMIS

VNIR Point Spectrometer
(Ocean Optics QEPro)
• Global moasic - 5 km/pixel
• Targeted spectra - 200  m/pixel
• Mafic and hydrated minerals, 

space weathering
• Heritage: MSL/ChemCam, 

LCROSS/Alice
*All resolutions for Phobos



The Chariot PSDS3 study has identified several common 
challenges for cubesats in the Mars system

1) Cubesats work because of miniaturization, but the laws of physics can’t be miniaturized
• Because antennas and solar panels can’t be miniaturized, cubesats face significant 

limitations on data rates and power. This is a major problem for imaging-based missions.

2) Current Mars orbital assets are not designed to act as cubesat data relays
• Current assets aren’t designed to communicate outwards from Mars, so any cubesat

mission that relies on relays through these assets will be considered high-risk
• Even if current assets were used (e.g., Maven), data rates and relay time would be 

extremely limited

3) Current Mars orbital assets are not capable of providing navigation support for cubesats
• Orbiters aren’t currently designed to provide ranging for another spacecraft, and good 

NAV support would require more frequent passes than are likely possible

4) Power/size limitations on telecom make direct to Earth data rates extremely limited
• In addition, limited DSN time means that most communications are dedicated to NAV
• Best case scenario for Chariot: 2 kbps @ closest Mars approach to Earth



Chariot to the Moons of Mars would be a groundbreaking 
mission for both Mars science and cubesat technology

• Chariot would provide critical new constraints on the origin and evolution of 
Phobos and Deimos through a dedicated remote sensing mission to both moons 
utilizing a novel aerocapture approach

• Our PSDS3 study has shown that:
1) An imaging-based cubesat mission with high science return is possible at 

Mars with existing technology and telecom support
2) A cubesat mission to the moons of Mars could address many high-priority 

MEPAG goals for science and human exploration
3) Cubesats are not adequately supported by the existing Mars and DSN 

telecom architecture

• MEPAG Recommendation: Consider cubesat support for the next Mars orbiter!
This would require omnidirectional communications in some capacity.
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